You can create your NENA Mentor Center profile at nena.org/mentor.

**Mentors** can now select **Woman in 9-1-1** and/or **WIN Leader** as an “Area of Expertise” when creating or modifying their mentor profile.

**Mentees** can create their profiles and indicate that they are looking for a **WIN leader** and/or **Woman in 9-1-1** mentor by searching for such qualifiers in the “Area of Interest” list, or by entering the terms in the keyword search and searching the database of matching mentors.
If there is a specific Mentor or Mentee, a member is interested in connecting with, the member can search either database and initiate a contact request.

Dena Larson

Current location: West Des Moines, Iowa, United States
Current employer: Western Iowa Emergency Communications
Current position/title: Dispatcher

Summary
Looking for a veteran dispatcher to help me navigate this career path. I am quickly approaching my 2-year anniversary and I intend to do this for many years to come. I realize that it would be beneficial to have someone outside my center who knows what it means to be a female coming up in this industry.

Current Position Level: Entry level
Years of experience: Less than 5 years
Organizational type: Non-profit
Additional resources: Emergency Communications Center

Send Contact Request

Your email address will be provided to the mentor after you accept the contact request. All further communications between mentors and mentees should be conducted through personal email accounts, and not through the Mentor Center.